Germany: my-professional-experience.org
(meine-berufserfahrung.de)

Introduction

Title: my-professional-experience.org (meine-berufserfahrung.de)
Country: Germany
Developer: Bertelsmann Stiftung
Type of tool: It is a digital self-assessment of vocational experience in 30 VET professions. It
exists in six languages: German, English, Arabic, Farsi, Russian, and Turkish.
Target group: The self-assessment is targeted at people with prior experiences in the 30
VET professions but with no formal qualification and/or with no adequate language skills to
express their experiences in one of these professions.
My-professional-experience.org is a multilingual web site for self-assessment of vocational
skills. The basis for this tool are competence models that define 4-7 occupational fields of
application for 30 VET professions, for example, electronics engineer, elder care assistant or
cook. Professional experts developed these occupational fields and underpinned them with
3-8 typical occupational situations each. The tool presents photos for each of those 20-40
occupational situations in each of the 30 professions.

Organisation and
description of
the tool

The core of the website is the simple question: “How often have you done this?” The learner
can then choose from four options for each picture.
After approximately 5 minutes of reviewing his or her own professional experience, the result
of the self-assessment will be displayed and can be downloaded, printed or e-mailed. The
client can switch between six website language options at any time: German, English, Arabic,
Farsi, Russian, and Turkish.
The self-assessment can be done in several ways:
• as a guided self-assessment in presence of the job counsellor;
• as a fully independent self-assessment taken at any location;
• as a next step after having revealed interests and experiences for a particular profession
with the Career Cards. Through my-professional experience, clients can determine how
much experience they have gathered in the relevant vocational fields.

The output of this self-assessment process is a list of the respondent’s experiences in the
occupational fields of application constituting a profession.

Implementation

It can be a useful basis for the counsellor and the client for decisions about further strategies
regarding employment, training or even formal recognition.
However, while the result of this self-assessment will cast some light on the learner’s skills-set,
in order to convince employers or even formal education institutions to recognise the prior
learning, an objective external assessment is needed. This is where the MYSKILLS-tests come
in.

Description of
the target group

The self-assessment is targeted at people with prior experiences in the 30 VET professions
but with no formal qualification and/or with no adequate language skills to express their
experiences in one of these professions.
Most users of this self-assessment tool are German low-skilled people, migrants, refugees and
generally people interested in changing careers.
It empowers clients by making experiences visible and recognisable. There is also a list of
useful links included on how to go further with job search, training or recognition of skills.

Impact for
assessees

Link

More
information

Videos

It leads to realistic expectations amongst a client on the requirements for a profession and
related degrees. For counsellors this tool eases decision-making, for example, in determining
to which additional training to send the client. Since the tool also gives structured feedback,
it will temper unrealistic expectations if someone is not fit for the job. The feedback is written
in an objective way, which keeps the relation between client and counsellor neutral and
professional.

www.my-professional-experience.org

www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/my-professional-experience

→→ Short promotion: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aUem_Hr1xA
→→ Instruction video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=Qa0IyfaEgu4

selection of professions

sample question

sample self-assessment result
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